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10 Gram Mixograph
Materials of Construction 

Precision-machined aluminum and steel components mounted on aluminum base plate. 
Aluminum mixing bowls are precision-machined with stainless steel pins. Complete unit is 
mounted on a high quality masonite base and enclosed in an attractive wood cabinet.

Recording System 

Physical characteristics of dough are graphically illustrated. Fast and convenient with average 
curve time requiring six minutes.

Computerized 

National Manufacturing is pleased to announce computer interfaced 10 gram Mixograph. This 
new machine offers the best of both worlds--standard mechanical strip chart with pen, plus our 
new, automated, PC controlled data collection and analysis system.

Mixograph computerization requires strip chart recorder and standard documentation. This unit 
is available with or without environmental cabinet.

A simple, accurate, non-contacting moving bowl sensor offering long life and excellent reliability 
is mounted in and shielded by the Mixograph's main bearing assembly. This sensor feeds an 
easily used, AC powered interface, which connects to the computer's printer via a standard 
cable. It is not necessary to disassemble your computer to install this interface, nor does it 
interfere with the normal operation of your printer(s).

Mixsmart is a user-friendly, menu-driven program that eliminates the labor intensive and time 
consuming manual analysis of Mixograph curves. Accurate and reproducible results are 
displayed in both graphical and tabular form. This analysis, based on user-selected defaults, 
systematically and objectively determines such typical mixogram parameters as peak time, peak 
height, various slopes, bandwidths, and curve areas (power calculations). Please refer to the 
included sample report for more detail. Complete user's documentation is included.

The Mixograph Handbook, a supplemental text, also ships with all new computerized 
Mixographs. This collection of technical articles on the use and interpretation of Mixograph 
curves includes many tips on the practical use of Mixsmart for research and production 
applications.

Using the MixSmart software, the Mixograph operator no longer needs to labor with a straight 
edge and his own conscience in order to evaluate a dough. This package can perform the same 
measurements, in less time, with greater repeatability among replicates, and totally without bias. 
Furthermore, analyses such as work integrals and detailed slope breakdowns, once considered 
too time consuming for regular use, are now standard features.
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Mixograph

Method
1. A sample of 35 grams of flour on a 14 percent moisture 

basis is weighed and placed in a mixograph bowl.

2. Water is added to the flour from a buret and the bowl is 
inserted into the mixograph. 

3. The flour and water are mixed together to form a dough.

4. As the dough is mixed, the mixograph records a curve on 
graph paper.

Results
• The mixograph determines dough and gluten properties 

of a flour by measuring the resistance of a dough against 
the mixing action of pins.

• Mixograph results include water absorption, peak time, 
and mixing tolerance.

• The mixograph curve indicates gluten strength, 
optimum dough development time, mixing toler-
ance (tolerance to over-mixing), and other dough 
characteristics.

• The amount of water added (absorption) affects the posi-
tion of the curve on the graph paper. Less water increases 
dough consistency and moves the curve upward.

• Mixograph curves are described on pages 42 to 43.

Why is this important?
The mixograph test quickly analyzes small quantities of flour 
for dough gluten strength. Wheat breeders use mixograph 
results to screen early generation lines for dough gluten 
strength. Flour water absorption measured by the mixograph 
often serves as bake absorption in bread baking tests.

n Recording dough mixer

n Measures flour water 
absorption and dough mixing 
characteristics

Mixograph mixer.
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The Mixograph Test measures and records the resistance of a 
dough to mixing with pins. 

• Peak Time is the dough development time, beginning 
the moment the mixer and the recorder are started 
and continuing until the dough reaches maximum 
consistency. This indicates optimum mixing time and is 
expressed in minutes.

• Mixing Tolerance is the resistance of the dough to 
breakdown during continued mixing and affects the 
shape of the curve. This indicates tolerance to over-
mixing and is expressed as a numerical score based on 
comparison to a control.

Weak gluten flour has a shorter peak time and less mixing 

tolerance than strong gluten flour.

Adapted from Method 54-40A, Approved Methods of the American Association of 
Cereal Chemists, 10th Edition. 2000. St. Paul, MN.
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 MixSmart For Windows
A new, greatly enhanced version of our data acquisition and analysis software, MixSmart
For Windows, is now shipping with our popular line of computerized Mixographs.

• Backward compatible with previous versions' data files.

• Expanded and updated user's manual.

• Requires the new "ADCcomm" microprocessor based interface box supplied
with new computerized mixographs or retro-fitted to existing computerized
systems.

• Support for multiple projects with customized default settings.

• Improved file handling supports long file names and large data sets.

• Expanded spread sheet export including access to the variables report section...
Create spreadsheets with .WK1, .XLS, .QPW extensions for easy use by other
programs.

• Greater options for printing, with support for all Windows based monochrome
and color printers

• Adjustable pre-analysis filter for dampening noisy curves.

• Versatile run-time peak finder for early mixer shutdown in research.

• Greatly enhanced analytical sections...
Including expanded envelope analysis and variables reporting.

• Laboratory sample data (moisture, protein, operator ID, etc.)...
can be saved with each curve (And available for numeric analysis).

• Options to customize reports or generate on-screen alerts...
Including out-of range warnings, absorption estimation, proprietary scoring
systems, etc.

National
Cereal Chemistry Equipment

The Mixograph Handbook, a supplemental text, also ships with all new
computerized Mixographs. This collection of technical articles on the use and
interpretation of Mixograph curves includes many tips on the practical use of
MixSmart for research and production applications.
The handbook  is also available for purchase directly from National.

Now Available



Recommended Minimum PC:
Pentium III 500mhz

(Pentium 4 recommended)
Windows 2000, XP, and W7
USB (via RS232 adaptor) or RS232

(serial)port

National Manufacturing A Division of TMCO, Inc.
 535 "J" St., Lincoln, Nebraska 68508 USA

(402) 475-3400        FAX 402-476-1675
dmoore@TMCOinc.com

The following is real output from the MixSmart program.
Reduced in size to fit on this sheet, the text and graphical
portions can be printed as one full page each and are suitable
for binding in a log book or formal report.

These examples are typical of the menus used
to control this program:

Using the MixSmart software, the Mixograph operator no longer needs to labor with a straight edge
and his own conscience in order to evaluate a dough.  This package can perform the same
measurements, in less time, with greater repeatability among replicates, and totally without bias.
Furthermore, analyses like work integrals and detailed slope breakdowns, once considered too time
consuming for regular use, are now standard features.

Update: 09/2010

                             SPEC. SHEET SAMPLE RUN
     -----------------------------------------------------------------------
     SAMPLE.MXG                                 Created: 05-23-1990 08:13:28
                  Profile: MIXSMART.INI        Analyzed: 09-21-2003 14:54:33

     VARIABLE DESCRIPTION       VALUE   | VARIABLE DESCRIPTION       VALUE
     -----------------------------------------------------------------------
     Total Run Time (Min.)        10.00 | Frequency (Samples/Sec)     10.000
     Pre-Analysis Filter          1.010 | Pre-Analysis No. Stages          0
     Mid Curve Filter            80.000 | Mid Curve No. Stages             2
     Delta Left of Peak (Min.)     1.00 | Delta Right of Peak           1.00
     TORQUE Min. Std. Reading      2096 | TORQUE Max. Std. Reading      2699
     Analysis Start Time (Min.)    0.00 | Delta End Time                0.00
     Top Finder Window (Sec.)      0.70 | Bottom Finder Window (Sec.    0.70
     Top Curve Filter            80.000 | Top Curve No. Stages             2
     Bottom Curve Filter         80.000 | Bottom Curve No. Stages          2
     Arbitrary Time ‘X’ (Min.)     mp*2 | Envelope Slope Scanning Wi    5.00
     Use Manual First Mid Peak       No | Mid Peak Fit Window (%)       5.00
     Use Manual First Top Peak       No | Top Peak Fit Window (%)       5.00
     Moisture (%)                  0.00 | Mixer Type
     Protein (%)                   0.00 | Data Sampling Method
     Ash (%)                       0.00 | Main Shaft RPM                0.00
     Absorption (%)                0.00 | Sample Type
     Operator Name                      | Sample Alternate/Customer
       ---------------------------------------------------------------------

                             Time     Value     Slope     Width    Integral
     ENVELOPE ANALYSIS:     (Min.)     (%)     (%/Min.)    (%)    (%Tq*Min)
    ----------------------  --------  -------  --------  --------  ---------
     LEFT_OF_PEAK              2.39    75.020    19.099    42.034    74.031
     PEAK                      3.40    85.310     0.000    40.660   117.699
     RIGHT_OF_PEAK             5.87    60.397   -15.793    15.857   182.185
     CURVE_TAIL               10.00    46.782    -1.642    11.553   236.080
     TIME_’X’                  7.34    53.230    -2.348    13.858   202.960

                             Time     Value     Slope     Width    Integral
     MID LINE ANALYSIS:     (Min.)     (%)     (%/Min.)    (%)    (%Tq*Min)
    ----------------------  --------  -------  --------  --------  ---------
     LEFT_OF_PEAK              2.67    56.794    14.283    43.647   105.496
     PEAK                      3.67    65.107     0.000    37.449   167.601
     RIGHT_OF_PEAK             4.67    59.855    -7.454    24.693   230.729
     CURVE_TAIL               10.00    41.117    -0.972    11.553   485.293
     TIME_’X’                  7.34    46.332    -2.369    13.858   369.801
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Mixograph Method
Final approval November 8, 1995; Reapproval November 3, 1999

Objective
The mixograph measures and records resistance of a dough to mixing. The

mixing curve (mixogram) indicates optimum development time (point of mini-
mum mobility), tolerance to overmixing, and other dough characteristics and
estimates bake absorption. The mixograph has been used to study the effects of
added ingredients on mixing properties, dough rheology, blending, and quality
control and for evaluation of hard, soft, and durum wheats.

Apparatus
1. Mixograph with 10-g or 35-g mixing bowl. Flanged bowl, improved pen

arm, and damping mechanism should be obtained for older 35-g instruments.
2. Blank bowl bottom and gauge for standardization of clearance between

revolving pin and bowl bottom.
3. LeRoy pen no. 4 with 1.875-in. reservoir.
4. Template for revolving-pin alignment.
5. Mixing bowls (preferably four).
6. Balance (0.01 g).
7. Timer, Gra-Lab or equivalent.
8. Auto-buret with three-way stopcock and self-zero tip at top. Alternatively,

weigh water and add with an appropriate syringe.

Procedure
Standardization
Bowl and head pins

1. Exposed length of each bowl and planetary pin should be 3.49 cm (1.375
in.) and 4.0 cm (1.575 in.) for 10- and 35-g models, respectively.

2. When head is in operating position, clearance between tips of planetary pins
and bowl bottom should be 0.086 cm (0.034 in.).

Mixing head
1. Head should revolve at 88 ± 2 rpm.
2. Adjust stationary gear so that face of dough guard and front and rear pins

are parallel to front of mixograph base when pins are inserted into pin-alignment
template.

3. Center mixing head over bowl by adjusting head-chassis bearings. Adjust
bearings so that head moves up and down freely.

Bowl platform
1. Bowl platform should be level.
2. Access to bowl-platform bearings is through hole on underside of mix-

ograph cabinet. If bowl platform does not appear to be essentially friction-free
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Mixograph Method (continued)

(after removal of spring from slot), remove 3/4-in. nut, which allows bottom
Timken bearing and brass spacer to be removed from bottom of cabinet and
facilitates removal of bowl platform from top, together with top Timken bearing.
Both Timken bearings should be cleaned and lubricated, using plain 10W oil,
before being assembled. Avoid excessive tightening of 3/4-in. nut.

Pen and pen arm
1. Position pen arm on its supporting rod so that when pen is centered on

paper, front and back of bowl platform are parallel to horizontal lines of record-
ing paper.

2. Adjust damping arm stops so that pen starts on bottom line of recording
paper and stops on top line.

3. Pen arm should move up and down freely, and counterbalance on pen arm
should be adjusted on arm (without pen) to be approximately balanced, falling
slowly when released 1 cm above paper and rising slowly when released 2 cm
above paper.

4. When mixogram is being recorded, weight on paper approximately equals
weight of pen plus weight of ink (about 6 g).

Spring
1. Length of relaxed spring proper (between extremities of stubs but without

slothook or threaded tail), when spring is lying in horizontal position, should be
about 22.0 cm.

2. Length of relaxed spring proper plus slothook, when spring is lying in hori-
zontal position, should be 22.7 cm for 10- and 35-g models.

3. Length of spring proper, when hanging vertically, should be 23.1 and 21.4
cm for 10- and 35-g models, respectively.

4. Extensibility of spring, hanging vertically, should be 3.5 ± 0.1 cm/100 g
when several weights of 50–250 g are applied for 10-g model or 1.10 ± 0.01
cm/100 g when several weights of 100–800 g are applied for 35-g model.

5. When spring is installed, distance between spring stub and fixed, threaded,
mounting bracket should be 1.1 cm. However, if total length of relaxed spring
proper, lying in horizontal position (item 1), is not 22.0 cm, adjust distance so
that length of spring proper plus distance between stub and mounting bracket
totals 23.1 cm for 10- and 35-g models.

6. Shortest distance between rear point of attachment of spring (front of sup-
port post) and on-center of setting 12, when damping arm is at origin (pen at
bottom of recording paper), should be 22.4 cm.

7. Slothook should be in outermost position (slot 12) of spring-tension-index
bar.

8. For normal operation, spring is attached in slot 12.
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Mixograph Method (continued)

Damping (10-g model)
1. Damping arm (removable portion at right of bowl platform) should weigh

200 g without movable weights.
2. Two weights (50 g each with set-screw) usually should be set at outermost

position on calibrated center of damping arm.

Damping (35-g model)
1. Damping arm should weigh 350 ± 5 g.
2. Adjust disk of damping mechanism to rotate freely before installing string.
3. When attached, string should extend spring 2.1 cm.

General
1. All bearing points should have a trace of play to permit free movement.

Lubricate lightly and regularly with nondetergent 10W oil.
2. Some factors affecting curve width are amount of damping, drag of pen,

room temperature, distance of planetary pins from bowl bottom, free-
wheelingness of bowl-platform bearings, amount of absorption water, and gluten
protein properties.

3. Some factors affecting curve height are protein content, absorption water,
room temperature, distance of planetary pins from bowl bottom, and extensibil-
ity, length, and slot location of spring.

4. To remove V-belt, first remove rear pulley. Position V-belt on both pulleys
when replacing rear pulley. Do not force V-belt over pulleys.

5. Raise mixing head by lifting mixing head housing (not top plate).
6. Seat bowl properly and lower mixing head completely before starting mix-

ograph motor. Failure to do either will result in bent pins.

Determination
1. Determine moisture content of flour as directed in oven method for flour

(Methods 44-15A, -16, -40). Weigh flour samples (10 or 35 g on 14% moisture
basis) to 0.01 g. Keep flour samples in moisture-proof containers.

2. Room temperature should be maintained at 25 ± 1° (or other suitable con-
stant temperature) 24 hr a day. Equipment, flour, and water should be at equilib-
rium with room temperature. Mixing bowl may be soaked between tests in water
at room temperature; if this is done, dry it thoroughly before use.

3. Following long idle periods, two or three mixograms of well-known stan-
dard flour should precede other recordings.

4. Transfer weighed flour to dry mixograph bowl with aid of camel-hair brush.
5. With tongue depressor (1.5 cm wide with ends squared and beveled) or rub-

ber spatula, move flour between and somewhat past any two bowl pins, creating
triangular hole in center of bowl.
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Mixograph Method (continued)

6. Before starting each mixogram, determine that ink is flowing freely from
pen.

7. Begin each mixogram on major arc and continue for fixed time (usually 8–
10 min) to facilitate comparing and evaluating mixograms.

8. Place bowl in position on mixograph, dispense absorption water (see Dough
absorption below) from automatic pipet into hole in flour, lower mixing head,
and start recording mixogram. During first few seconds of mixing, brush flour
particles that may splash on flare of mixing bowl back into bowl. Record sample
number, date, bowl number, and other pertinent data on bottom, unlined strip of
recording paper.

9. After last mixogram has been recorded, allow recording-paper motor to run
for 16 min so that several arcs appear beyond tail of last mixogram, just outside
recording-paper opening on left side of mixograph cabinet. Cut paper three to
four arcs beyond tail of last mixogram.

10. Allow mixing head to run with towel in place on bowl platform. Dough
particles between planetaries and housing will dry and be dislodged onto towel.
Bowl bottom and platform must be kept free of flour, dough, or other particles
that could raise bowl sufficiently to alter clearance or permit contact between
planetary pins and bowl bottom.

11. Efficiency in recording a series of mixograms can be greatly improved by
following a systematic schedule. During 7 or 8 min of recording on mixogram,
pertinent information can be recorded on that mixogram; previously mixed
dough and bowl can be soaking in water while another bowl is being cleaned,
dried, and brought to room temperature; and a fourth bowl can be readied with
flour and its absorption water entered into buret. In this manner, 1 min is
required between mixogram recordings.

Dough absorption
To estimate optimum absorption water (14% moisture basis), use equation

Y X= +15 43 6. . ,

where X = percent flour protein content (14% moisture basis) and Y = percent
absorption water. Proper absorption can be determined by comparing curve char-
acteristics with those of flours having optimum absorption. See references 4, 8,
and 9 for discussion of optimum absorption. Add more or less water accordingly
if another curve must be produced.

Interpretation
Measurements available from mixograms that indicate various dough-mixing

characteristics are the following:
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Mixograph Method (continued)

1. Time to maximum height (min), also called peak or point of minimum
mobility.

2. Maximum height of curve center or height of curve center at specified time
after start of mixing.

3. Angle between ascending and descending portions of curve at peak. Center
of curve at peak is taken as apex of angle; sides of angle are lines drawn along
center of curves for specified number of minutes (1 min has been suggested)
before and after peak is reached. Angles formed by these lines and horizontal
may be used to further describe curves.

4. Area under curve. Area is measured with planimeter or personal computer
having area integrator software. Duplicate runs made on different days are
expected to agree within 5% in area. Area has been found to decrease average of
2 cm2 for each 1° rise in temperature above 25°.

5. See references for other measurements that are useful in particular studies.

Notes
1. Software, hardware, and instrument modifications are available as a retrofit

or can be originally installed on new mixographs. The computerization system
automatically collects and analyzes the mixing curve for approximately 40
different properties.

2. Newer 35-g machines have option to replace spinning disk damper with
simple weight for dampening.
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